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Chapter �

Introduction

The basic structure of DNA is well known� a double helix consisting of
two strands� Each strand has a backbone built from sugar and phosphate�
to which the bases are attached� There are four di�erent bases� adenine�
cytosine� guanine and thymine� mostly denoted by their initials� G and C
can associate� forming three hydrogen bonds� and similarily A and T bind
together via two hydrogen bonds� In this manner the strands combine to
form the double helix�

In the helix� the aromatic DNA bases are stacked much like in an aro�
matic crystal� Because some such crystals are conducting� it has long been
hypothized that DNA might be a conductor as well� ��� Its unique recogni�
tion and self�assembly properties could then be used for bottom�up designs
of electronic circuits in the nanometre range� Another possible application
is the DNA chip� used for DNA sequencing� disease screening� and gene ex�
pression analysis� Currently� these chips are read optically� If the conduction
properties of DNA turn out to be right� the chips could be read electronically�
and hence made faster and more compact� ���

In the past decade� several experiments have been performed� with con�
�icting results� DNA has been studied both in its native aqueous solution�
and under dry conditions� Since my calculations assume that the piece of
DNA is suspended in vacuum between metal electrodes� I will only relate the
experiments on dry DNA�

In ����� Fink and Sch�onenberger reported the �rst conductance measure�
ments on DNA bundles in vacuum� ��� They used DNA from the � phage�
and found the molecule to be a metallic conductor� Soon after� Porath et

al published their results� that a DNA molecule with only GC base pairs
is a wide�bandgap semiconductor� �
� Most subsequent publications seem to
agree that DNA is indeed semiconducting ������������� but there has also been
groups who have reported isolating behaviour ����� ����� and even proximity�
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induced superconduction ������
Several things add to the complicated state of this matter� Foremost is the

variability of the DNA molecule itself� Apart from di�erent base sequences�
this huge molecule has many conformations to choose from� with di�erent
alignment of the bases� and di�erent distance between them� Another factor�
di�cult to control and not very well understood� is the contact between the
molecule and the electrodes� A computational study by Tada et al� ���� �nds
that if the DNA is coupled to the leads via the sugar�phosphate backbone� the
conductance is seven orders of magnitude less than if the contact is made via
the bases� showing the importance of controlling this contact carefully� Also�
the method of depositing the DNA for the experiment can seriously a�ect
the delocalization of injected charges� and hence the conductance� This has
been studied by Heim et al� �����






Chapter �

The chemistry of DNA

��� Di�erent types of chemical bonds

A basic result of quantum physics is that an electron in an atom is con�ned
to having a certain energy and being in a certain region in space� The
electron is said to occupy an orbital� There can be only two electrons in
a given orbital� and they must have opposite spins� Orbitals are classi�ed
into shells� depending on how many nodal surfaces they have� An orbital
belonging to shell n has n� � nodal surfaces� For light atoms� an orbital in
a higher shell always has higher energy than an orbital in a lower shell� The
orbitals also have di�erent symmetries� s orbitals are spherically symmetric
around the atom� p orbitals are cylindrically symmetric� with a nodal plane
passing through the atom� Purple regions in �gure ��� are regions where the
wavefunction is negative� and green regions are where it is positive� There
are no �p orbitals� but from shell � and on� there are three p orbitals per
shell� one in each coordinate direction� For higher shells� there are also d and
f orbitals� but they will not concern us�

Carbon is the main building block of all organic molecules� It has six
electrons� Two of them sit comfortably in the �s orbital� The rest have to
occupy orbitals in the second shell� lying further from the nucleus and higher
in energy� These four electrons are the ones involved in chemical bonding�
The orbitals describing how carbon forms bonds to other atoms are not
the ones describing an isolated carbon atom� but rather linear combinations

Figure ���� A p orbital
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of these� Only the orbitals from the second shell are used� since only the
electrons of the second shell are involved in bonding�

When a carbon atom binds to four other atoms� we need four hybrid
orbitals� To account for this� we have to use all of the four native orbitals
of shell �� The result is called sp� orbitals� They each point to a corner in
a tetrahedron� The sp� orbitals can overlap head�on with orbitals on other
atoms� giving a bond that has rotational symmetry around the line of the
bond� This type of bonding is called ��bonding�

If the carbon atom binds only to three other atoms� we instead use only
�s� �px and �py to form the hybrid orbitals for the bonds� The resulting sp�

orbitals lie in the xy plane� pointing to the corners of an equilateral triangle�
The pz orbital is left in its native state� containing an electron� If an adjacent
atom is also sp��hybridized� the two pz orbitals can interact� resulting in a
bond that has a nodal plane containing the line of the bond� Such a bond is
called a � bond�

A � bond may extend over more than two atoms� An example of this is
benzene� with the chemical formula C�H�� The six carbons form a regular
hexagon� where each carbon also is attached to a hydrogen� All of the carbon
atoms are therefore sp��hybridized� and there are six pz orbitals left over�
These interact� forming six new � orbitals� shown in �gure ���� The six �
electrons will occupy the three lowest � orbitals� Molecules which have these
� orbitals spread over most of the molecule are called aromatic� The name
arouse because most of these molecules have rather strong smells�

Finally� we must mention the hydrogen bond� This is much weaker than
� or � bonds� as it is based not upon the sharing of an electron pair� but
rather on dipole�dipole interaction� If hydrogen is bound to an atom such as
oxygen or nitrogen� the heavy nucleus will attract the shared electrons much
more than the single proton does� leading to a dipole� If the proton is in
the vicinity of another oxygen or nitrogen� the dipoles will attract each other
due to Coulomb forces� A typical energy for a hydrogen bond is between
�� eV and �
 eV� Energies for the covalent � and � bonds are typically ten
to twenty times larger�

��� DNA bases

The DNA bases� like benzene� are built from sp��hybridized atoms lying in
a plane� Cytosine and thymine have six�membered rings� while the basic
structure of adenosine and guanine is a �ve�membered ring fused to a six�
membered one� Like in benzene� the pz orbitals of the ring members combine
to give � orbitals� spanning the whole molecule� The DNA bases are aromatic
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Figure ���� The six � orbitals of benzene
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molecules� Pictures of them can be found in �gures ��� and ��
� In these
�gures� standard chemistry color�coding is used� black denotes carbon� white
stands for hydrogen� red for oxygen and blue for nitrogen�

Each base is attached to a sugar molecule named deoxyribose �the 	D	 in
DNA�� Its structure is shown in �gure ���� Deoxyribose is a pentose� a sugar
with �ve carbon atoms� Most sugars have as many oxygens as carbons� but
deoxyribose only has four� hence the pre�x 	deoxy�	� The �ve carbons are
numbered clockwise� starting with the rightmost one in the �gure� The bases
attach to carbon number one� Carbon number three on one deoxyribose�base�
unit then attaches to carbon number �ve of another unit� via a molecule of
phosphoric acid� This phosphoric acid is responsible for DNA itself being
acidic�

As can be seen in �gures ��� and ��
� guanine can associate with cytosine�
forming three hydrogen bonds �the dashed lines�� Likewise� adenine and
thymine form two hydrogen bonds� However� trying to match guanine with
thymine� or adenine with cytosine� will not work� The hydrogens are in the
wrong place�

Now� we put everything together� the sugar�phosphate backbone� bases
attached to it� the complementary bases associating with the �rst strand
through hydrogen bonds� and the second backbone� The result is a DNA
molecule� It is evident from �gure ��� that the planes of the base pairs are
parallell to each other� The distance from base pair to base pair is about
��
 �A� This is short enough for the � orbitals of the base pairs to have a
small overlap head�on� It would then be possible for electrons to travel the
length of the DNA molecule� This has been the subject of many studies�
both experimental and theoretical� In the present work� I have used a much
simpli�ed approach�
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Figure ���� Guanine and cytosine

Figure ��
� Adenine and thymine
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Figure ���� Deoxyribose

Figure ���� A short strand of DNA
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Chapter �

Some basic theory of

mesoscopic electronics

��� The relation between conductance and trans�

mittance

We will use the model system in the �gure� This consists of two contacts with
chemical potentials �� and �� respectively� Two thin leads are attached to
the contacts� and to a one�dimensional conductor in the middle� The states
of the electrons in the leads are denoted k�i � where i � �� � tells which lead
we are looking at� � means electrons moving towards the right� and � means
electons going to the left� The possibility that the conductor will transmit
an electron is T � We assume that the temperature is at K�

Now suppose that an electron always can pass from a lead to a contact
without being re�ected� This means that the states k�� are populated only
by electrons from contact �� since the electrons in k�� will not be re�ected
into k�� � These electrons will therefore have chemical potential ��� For the

������
������
������
������

������
������
������
������1 2

Figure ���� The model system
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same reason� the electrons in k�� will have chemical potential ���
The current from contact � to lead � is then

I�� �
�e

h
��� � ���

Of this current a fraction T will pass the conductor� while a fraction ���T �
will be re�ected to I�� �

I�� �
�e

h
T ��� � ���

I�� �
�e

h
�� � T ���� � ���

The total current between the contacts becomes

I � I�� � I�� �
�e

h
T ��� � ���

and so the conductance is

G �
I

��� � ����jej �
�e�

h
T �����

From now on� we will focus on the transmittance T �

��� Green�s functions

We want to solve a modi�ed Schr�odinger equation

�E �H�� � S �����

where S denotes some kind of perturbation� Formally we can write

� � �E �H���S

and it is easily seen that if we know the inverse operator �E �H��� we can
solve the equation for any S� �E �H��� is called a Green	s function�

Let G�x� x�� � �E �H���� In one dimension we have

�E �H�G�x� x�� � ��x� x��

So� the Green	s function G can be seen as an impulse response� NB that the
di�erential equation above has two solutions� depending on what boundary
conditions we choose� Suppose in particular that H � U� � ��

�m
d�

dx�
� i� e� we

are studying free electrons� Physically one expects that the unit perturbation
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��x � x�� will result in plane waves travelling away from the perturbation�
The Green	s function that gives this solution is called the retarded Green	s
function� and denoted GR� But matematically� an equally possible solution
would be plane waves travelling towards the perturbation� and disappearing
in the point x � x�� This solution is given by the advanced Green	s func�
tion� GA� The advanced Green	s function is the hermitian conjugate of the
retarded Green	s function�

������
������
������
������

������
������
������
������

Figure ���� The interesting part of the model

Now� consider just the conductor and the leads� We will assume that the
leads are much longer than the conductor� meaning that we can treat them
as being semi�in�nite� That way� we will not have to care about the contacts�
the voltage source etc� If we know the hamiltonian matrix for the system in
�gure ��� it might seem an easy task to invert the matrix �E �H� and get
the Green	s function of the system� But since this system is in�nite� so is the
matrix�

Partition the Green	s function G into four parts�

G �

�
Gm GmC

GmC GC

�
�

�
E �Hm �mC

� ymC E �HC

���

�����

where index m means the metal leads� C is the conductor� and mC the
connection between them� It is immediately seen that�

E �Hm �mC

� ymC E �HC

��
Gm GmC

GmC GC

�
�

�
� 
 �

�

�
�E �Hm�GmC � �mCGC � 

� ymCGmC � �E �HC�GC � �

GmC � ��E �Hm�
���mCGC

GC � �E �HC � � ymC�E �Hm�
���mC�

�� ���
�

The function gm � �E �Hm��� is the Green	s function for the isolated lead�
Since the lead is homogeneous� we can compute the Green	s function analyt�
ically� and thus we will not have to invert an in�nite matrix� � ymCgm�mC is
called the self energy of the lead� and denoted �� Because the lead	s Green	s
function comes in two varieties� the retarded and the advanced Green	s func�
tion� thes so does the self energy�
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��� Self energy for a two dimensional metal

lead

Suppose that we have a two dimensional metal lead� where the electrons are
free to move in the x direction� while in the y direction they are con�ned by
a well potential

U�y� �

�
  � y � d
� y � � y � d

The movement of electrons in such a lead can be described by the equation

�
Es �

p�x � p�y
�m

� U�y�

�
��x� y� � E��x� y� �����

It is easy to see that this equation is separable� and

��x� y� �
�p
L
eikx��y�

where L denotes the normalisation length of the wave function� The equation
for ��y� is �

Es �
�
�k� � p�y
�m

� U�y�

�
��y� � E��y�

with solutions
�n�y� � sin

�n�y
d

�

The di�erent �n are called di�erent transverse modes of the electrons� To
�nd the self energy of a semi�in�nite lead� we sum over the transverse modes
containing electrons�

�R��� �� � �tm
X
m

�m�y��e
ikma�m�y�� �����

where km �

p
�m�E����

�
� 	� � �

�n���

�md�
� a denotes the distance between two

lattice points in the metal� and tm is the overlap between the metal lead and
the conductor� For a derivation of this� see ����� chapter ��

��� The Fisher�Lee�relation

Remember that index � denotes the left lead� and index � the right� If we
de�ne the quantity

�j � i��R
j ��A

j �

�




where j � �� �� it can be shown that the transmittance from left to right is
given by

T � Tr���G
R��G

A� �����

where Tr denotes the trace of the matrix� This important formula is called
the Fisher�Lee�relation� The proof can be found in ����� As it requires the
use of scattering matrices� I will not relate it here�

����� When is the Fisher�Lee relation applicable�

A basic requirement for the use of the above formalism is that scattering
is elastic� That is� the mean free path of an electron must be much larger
than the length of the conductor� so that the electron does not lose its phase
during transport� It is this feature that allows us to disregard the exclusion
principle� If we allow inelastic scattering� where the electrons change their
energy� the exclusion principle enters the calculations in a rather complicated
way that is better avoided�
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Chapter �

Tight�binding models for DNA

��� Generic tight�binding model

The tight�binding model deals with particles moving on a lattice� The basic
assumption is that a particle in a lattice site can only move to neighbouring
sites� In one dimension and using standard creation �ayi � and annihilation
�ai� operators� this becomes

H �
X
i

	ia
y

iai �
X
i

�ti�i��a
y

iai�� � tyi�i��a
y

i��ai� �
���

When doing tight�binding calculations on DNA� a natural 	lattice point	 is a
base or base pair� and the particles moving are electron holes� The on�site
energy 	i is then the ionization potential of the base� The overlap integrals
t have in the present work been treated as parameters� as has the overlap
between the DNA molecule and the metal� tm�

In the position base� the hamiltonian matrix of the tight�binding model
is

H �

�
BBBBBBBBBBBBB�

	� t���   
 
 
 
 

ty��� 	� t���  


 ty��� 	� t��� 


  ty��� 	� 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 	N�� tN���N

 
 
 
 
 
 
 tyN���N 	N

�
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

��



��� The two�channel tunneling model

Several authors have proposed a tunneling model for hole transport in DNA�
the hole is injected on a G base� then tunnels from G base to G base until it
reaches a sink� The physical motivation for this is that a hole on a guanine
unit has lower energy than a hole on any other DNA base� and thus a G�

cannot oxidize any other base�
The tunneling probability decays exponentially with the distance� A pos�

sible formulation of the hole tunneling model is therefore

H �
X
j

	ja
y
jaj �

X
j

�tGe
��nj�j��ayjaj�� � h
c
� �
���

Here� � is a decay parameter� nj�j�� is the number of bases between Gj��

and Gj� and the letters h
c
 denotes the hermitian conjugate of the preceding
term�

I have extended this model� adding the possibility that electrons are in�
jected on a T base� and then tunnel from T base to T base until they reach
the other lead� This idea was partly inspired by the paper by Yoo et al��
������ who found that a poly�GC��molecule is a p�type semiconductor� while
a poly�AT��molecule is an n�type semiconductor� In analogy with the G case�
since a T base has the lowest electron a�nity of the four DNA bases� a T�

cannot reduce any other base� I have not taken into account any interac�
tions between the extra electrons and the electron holes� The full model thus
becomes

H �
X
j

	ja
y
jaj �

X
i

	ib
y
ibi �

�
X
j

�tGe
��nj���jayjaj�� � h
c
� �

X
i

�tTe
��ni���ibyibi�� � h
c
�

�
���

In this model� index i counts the T bases and index j the G bases� It is essen�
tially a tight�binding model with variable overlap� featuring two independent
species� In matrix notation� this becomes

Hel �

�
BBBBBBBBBB�

	T tTe
��n���  
 
 
 
 

tyTe
��n��� 	T tTe

��n��� 


 tyTe
��n��� 	T 



 
 


 
 


 
 


 	T tTe

��nNT���NT

 
 
 
 
 
 tyT e
��nNT���NT 	T

�
CCCCCCCCCCA

��



Hhole �

�
BBBBBBBBBB�

	G tGe
��n���  
 
 
 
 

tyGe
��n��� 	G tGe

��n��� 


 tyGe
��n��� 	G 



 
 


 
 


 
 


 	G tGe

��nNG���NG

 
 
 
 
 
 tyGe
��nNG���NG 	G

�
CCCCCCCCCCA

H �

�
Hel 
 Hhole

�

��� Parameters

For the generic tight�binding model� the parameters of the Hamiltonian are
the on�site energies 	 and the overlap integrals t� Following Roche ���
��� I
have mostly studied t in the range 

 � t � � eV� Semi�empirical studies of
the overlap have given much smaller values ������������

As the moving species is electron holes� the on�site energies are modeled
by the ionization potentials of the isolated bases� as calculated by Sugiyama
and Saito ������� More calculated values can be found in ����� ����� ����� and
���� ���� also contain data on the e�ect of base pairing�

In the two�channel model� I have kept t �xed at � eV� and instead varied
�� A physically realistic value would be � � 
�
 ������� 	G is the same as
above� but the species on the T bases is now electrons� For 	T I therefore
use a value of the electron a�nity of isolated T� calculated by Colson et al�

�������
There are also certain variables associated with the self energy� see sec�

tion ���� The width d of the lead has again been treated as a parameter�
with values ranging from �� to � nm� The overlap tm between the leads
and the DNA has been chosen from the range  � tm � � eV� The energy E
of the injected electrons I have chosen as the independent variable� Finally
we have the contact point between leads and DNA� denoted y� I have chosen
to set y � d��� meaning that the DNA attaches to the midpoint of the lead�
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Chapter �

Calculations and results

��� A �	 base�pair poly
dG� molecule

The more ordered a molecule is� the more delocalized its electrons become�
Hence a DNA molecule where all of the base pairs are of the same kind would
be expected to be a better conductor than random DNA� �A recent paper by
Caetano and Schulz ������� however� suggests that the short�range order� in�
troduced by base pairing� alone is su�cient for delocalization of the molecular
orbitals�� It has experimentally been found that a poly�dG� molecule con�
ducts better than a poly�dA� molecule �see for instance ����� Consequently�
most of my calculations have been performed on a DNA oligomer with �
base pairs� all of which are GC� This means that the hamiltonian matrix is
� by �� and that all 	����� eV� The number � was chosen to facilitate
comparisons with Roche	s results ���
��� Roche uses a tight�binding model
for the leads as well� while I have been modeling the leads as two�dimensional
waveguides with a number of di�erent transverse modes�

Figure ��� shows the in�uence of the width of the leads� The abscissa
�I	d like to avoid the term 	x�axis	� since the name of the variable associated
with this axis is not necessarily x� shows the electron energy E in eV� and
the ordinate �	y�axis	� shows the transmittance of electrons� For this series
of plots we have tm � t � � eV� The �rst function T �E� is calculated with
d � 
� nm� This value is small enough that only one transverse mode is
active in the current energy interval� The transmittance function is smooth�
with more or less regularly spaced resonances where T � �� and an envelope
which has a large maximum around E � � eV and a small local maximum
around E � �
� eV� This is very similar to the result in Roche	s paper�
However� he �nds a gap in the transmittance� between E � �
� eV and
E � �
� eV� that is absent in my result�
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Figure ���� The in�uence of d
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The second plot in �gure ��� shows T �E� for d � � nm� Now� some � to
�� transverse modes are active� more for higher E� The curve is more irreg�
ular than in the single�mode case� probably due to interference between the
modes� This destructive interference becomes successively more pronounced
in the last three plots� with d � ��� � and � nm respectively� For these d
values� the function T �E� is highly irregular and mostly close to zero� but at
some energies we still �nd resonances where T is close to one� Hundreds of
transverse modes are available� so for these widths� the lead could probably
be regarded as being in�nite in the y direction�

Figure ��� shows a selection of plots with varying tm� The other para�
meters are t � � eV and d � � nm� The six sub�gures have� respectively�
tm � 
�� �
� ��� �
� �� and �� eV� It would appear that the depen�
dence of transmittance on tm is nonlinear� with a maximum at tm � 
� eV�
This trend is clari�ed in �gure ���� which shows T integrated over E as a
function of tm� Several curves are shown� with di�erent values of t� This
�gure reveals the maximum transmittance to be closer to tm � 
�� The
nonlinear behaviour of T with tm might be due to a crowding e�ect� if the
contact is too easily passed� the holes might block each other	s path� leading
to less transmittance� Further investigation is needed to clarify if this is the
reason�

As can also be seen from �gure ���� the integral of T scales more or less
linearly with t� One might expect that the e�ect of t is to linearly scale the
transmittance� Figure ��
 shows this to be wrong� Instead� the main e�ect of
lowering t is to contract the whole transmission function� I have chosen the
single�mode results� d � 
� nm� because they show the e�ect most clearly�
tm � � eV� and t goes from �
 eV in the �rst sub�gure to �� eV in the last�
Compare also with the �rst sub�gure of �gure ���� where t � �
 eV�

��� Random DNA� �	 base�pairs from avena

sativa

To investigate the e�ects of a disordered sequence� I have performed some
calculations on a � base pair�sequence from the oat plant� avena sativa�
The sequence in question is TAAAT TCAAT TCGCC CTATA GTGAGT
CGTAT� To begin with� this was modeled only by modifying 	� I set 	A �
�
�
� 	C � �
��� 	G � �
��� and 	T � �
�
� all values in eV� ������ The main
e�ect of introducing a random sequence was to dramatically lower the number
of electron energies where the system is transmitting� Again� this is most
evident in the single�mode case� In �gure ��� two plots with t � tm � �
 eV

��
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are shown� The left plot has d � 
� nm� while in the right one d � � nm�
The curve on the left looks a little like an envelope of the curve on the
right� However� plotting both curves in the same �gure shows that this is
not quite true� Note for instance the resonance about ��� eV in the d � � nm
case�that is absent in the single�mode case� These �gures can be compared
with Roche	s ���
�� results for DNA from the � phage�

Apart from the transmittance being decidedly less� the same trends as
for a homogeneous poly�dG� molecule applies in the random sequence case�

The avena sativa sequence was also the one used in the two�channel
model� An overview of the results can be seen in �gure ���� Here� 	G is
still set to ���� eV� and 	T � 
�� eV ������� tm � t � � eV�d � � nm
and � and E are left as independent variables� The left �gure shows what
goes through the hole channel� and the right �gure shows the transmittance
of the electron channel� Not surprisingly� both transmit in an energy region
around their respective 	� A strange thing� however� is that even though the
leftmost G in the sequence is �� base�pairs away from the left lead� there are
a few energies where holes are transmitting even at a fairly high �� The e�ect
could be due to the same phenomenon that created the peak at ��� eV in
the right picture of �gure ���� I suspect it is due to constructive interference
among the di�erent electron modes� At the energies where the T channel is
transmitting� much fewer modes are available� which might be why the phe�
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Figure ���� T �E� for the avena sativa sequence

nomenon is absent there� This is pure speculation� though� More research is
needed�

Figure ���� �nally� shows the two�channel transmittance when � � 
�
�
All other parameters are as above� The two peaks on the left are due to
electrons� and the single peak close to E � � eV is due to holes� The
sequence conducts electrons better than holes� This is only to be expected�
as the T bases are regularly spaced all over the sequence� while there is a gap
of �� base�pairs between the left lead and the leftmost G�

��



Figure ���� The two�channel results
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Appendix A

The Matlab code used

A�� Generic tight�binding model

A���� Calculation of T

�This function gives the transmittance

function �T�Ntot��transmittans��E� t� tm�

d��	
 �Width of the leads� nm

hstreck��������e���
 �eVs

me��������	�e��
 �u

energikonversion����	�����e���
 �J�eV

langdkonversion��e��
 �m�nm

viktkonversion�����	��e���
 �kg�u

konversion�energikonversion��langdkonversion���viktkonversion�


kkonv��energikonversion�viktkonversion


kkonv��energikonversion


Ntot�floor�d��hstreck�pi��sqrt���me�E�konversion��
 �The number of modes

�at the given energy

if�Ntot���

disp��Warning� No modes available��

end

ky�zeros�Ntot���


for n���Ntot

ky�n��n�pi�d


end

��



Chi�zeros�Ntot���


y�d��


Chi�sin�y�ky�


epsilonnoll�hstreck���ky����konversion����me�
 �eV

ett�ones�size�epsilonnoll��


k�sqrt���me��E�ett�epsilonnoll��kkonv����hstreck�kkonv��


N��	
 �Number of base pairs

a���d�langdkonversion
 �The lattice distance in the lead� m

Sigma��sparse�N�N�


Sigma��sparse�N�N�


Sigma��������tm�sum�exp�i�k�a���Chi����
 �Coupling to lead �

Sigma��N�N���tm�sum�exp�i�k�a���Chi����
 �Coupling to lead �

Gamma��i��Sigma��Sigma���


Gamma��i��Sigma��Sigma���


Hc�hamilton�N� t�


GR�inv�E�speye�N��Hc�Sigma��Sigma��


T�full�trace�Gamma��GR�Gamma��GR���


A���� Calculation of the hamiltonian

H for a homogeneous molecule

�This function creates the hamilton matrix for an N base pair

�poly�dG� molecule� with overlap integral t �eV�

function H � hamilton�N�t�

H�sparse�N�N�


epsilon�����
 � eV

for k���N

H�k�k��epsilon


if k��

H�k�k�����t


H�k���k���t


end

end

��



H for any sequence

�This function creates the hamiltonian matrix for any sequence�

�The sequence is entered in the vector s� according to the

�following code� A��� C��� G�� and T��� N denotes the number of

�bases according to the main program� while N� is the length of s�

�If these are not equivalent� the program will issue a warning�

�The matrix tfakt accounts for the fact that the overlap between

�bases depends on the type of bases involved�

function H � hamiltonhavre�N�t�

s��� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��


N��length�s�


H�sparse�N��N��


if N� �� N

disp��Warning� Check number of bases���

end

epsilon������ ��� ����� �����
 � eV

tfakt��� �� �� �
 �� � � ��
 �� � � ��
 � �� �� ��


for k���N�

H�k�k��epsilon�s�k��


if k��

H�k�k�����t�tfakt�s�k��s�k����


H�k���k���t�tfakt�s�k����s�k��


end

end

A�� The two�channel model

A���� Calculation of T

�This function gives the transmittance in the two�channel case

function �T�Ntot��transmittans���mod��E� beta� tG� tT� tm�

d��
 �Width of the leads� nm

hstreck��������e���
 �eVs

me��������	�e��
 �u

��



energikonversion����	�����e���
 �J�eV

langdkonversion��e��
 �m�nm

viktkonversion�����	��e���
 �kg�u

konversion�energikonversion��langdkonversion���viktkonversion�


kkonv��energikonversion�viktkonversion


kkonv��energikonversion


Ntot�floor�d��hstreck�pi��sqrt���me�E�konversion��
 �The number of modes

�at the given energy

if�Ntot���

disp��Warning� No modes available��

end

ky�zeros�Ntot���


for n���Ntot

ky�n��n�pi�d


end

Chi�zeros�Ntot���


y�d��


Chi�sin�y�ky�


epsilonnoll�hstreck���ky����konversion����me�
 �eV

ett�ones�size�epsilonnoll��


k�sqrt���me��E�ett�epsilonnoll��kkonv����hstreck�kkonv��


�Hc� Sigma�� Sigma���hamilton��mod��beta� tG� tT�


a���d�langdkonversion
 �The lattice distance in the leads� m

N�size�Hc���


Sigma���tm�sum�exp�i�k�a���Chi�����Sigma�
 �Coupling to lead �

Sigma���tm�sum�exp�i�k�a���Chi�����Sigma�
 �Coupling to lead �

Gamma��i��Sigma��Sigma���


Gamma��i��Sigma��Sigma���


GR�inv�E�speye�N��Hc�Sigma��Sigma��


T�full�trace�Gamma��GR�Gamma��GR���


�



A���� Calculation of the hamiltonian

�This function creates the block�diagonal hamiltonian of the

�two�channel model� for any sequence� It also creates a template

�for the self�energies Sigma� and Sigma�� containing information

�about the number of G�s and T�s� and about the distance to the

�nearest T and G�

function �H� Sigma�� Sigma�� � hamilton��mod��beta� tG� tT�

s��� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��


N��length�s�


epsilonG�����
 �eV

epsilonT�	���
 � eV

T�zeros�size�s��


G�zeros�size�s��


Tind�	


Gind�	


for i����N�

if s�i�����

G�i����


Gind�Gind��


end

if s�i�����

T�i����


Tind�Tind��


end

end

H�el�epsilonT�speye�Tind�


H�hal�epsilonG�speye�Gind�


tau�sparse�Tind�Gind�


Tdiff�zeros���Tind���


Gdiff�zeros���Gind���


Tkolla�	
 Tkollb��


Gkolla�	
 Gkollb��


for i����N�

Tkolla�Tkolla��


��



Gkolla�Gkolla��


if�G�i���

Gdiff�Gkollb��Gkolla


Gkolla�	
 Gkollb�Gkollb��


end

if�T�i���

Tdiff�Tkollb��Tkolla


Tkolla�	
 Tkollb�Tkollb��


end

end

Gdiff�Gkollb��Gkolla��


Tdiff�Tkollb��Tkolla��


for i����Tind��

H�el�i����i����tT�exp��beta�Tdiff�i�����


H�el�i��i������tT�exp��beta�Tdiff�i�����


end

for i����Gind��

H�hal�i����i����tG�exp��beta�Gdiff�i�����


H�hal�i��i������tG�exp��beta�Gdiff�i�����


end

H��H�el tau
 tau� H�hal�


N�size�H���


Sigma��sparse�N�N�


Sigma��sparse�N�N�


if�Tind�	�

Sigma�������exp��beta�Tdiff����


�Coupling of electron channel to lead �

Sigma��Tind�Tind��exp��beta�Tdiff�Tind����


�Coupling of electron channel to lead �

end

if�Gind�	�

Sigma��Tind��� Tind����exp��beta�Gdiff����


�Coupling of hole channel to lead �

Sigma��N�N��exp��beta�Gdiff�Gind����


�Coupling of hole channel to lead �

end

��
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